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TRANSCRIPT of Responses by Sonia Bot
Thank you for reaching out to me about this podcast! Here is the transcript of my responses to the
questions, that you requested. It focuses on practical tips and perspectives as we are going through the
transformational journey in the evolution of the next generation of railroading. The material covered
here is applicable in many other industries.

QUESTIONS
1. A foundation of PSR 2.0 is what you call the “transportation ecosystem.” Given that rail
transportation does not exist in a vacuum and is in fact one component of an integrated supply
chain, describe your thinking behind “Precision Scheduled Transportation.”
2. How does an organization know when to “pivot”
3. What are the levers that can be used for closing the gap between the current state of PSR and
the PSR 2.0 target?
4. Describe what you refer to as “swim lanes.”
5. Railroads have historically been risk-averse. You say “ignoring an opportunity to pivot is a
risk.” Talk about that.
6. As we wrap-up this podcast series, is there anything else you’d like to add?
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1. RA QUESTION: A foundation of PSR 2.0 is what you call the “transportation ecosystem.” Given that
rail transportation does not exist in a vacuum and is in fact one component of an integrated supply
chain, describe your thinking behind “Precision Scheduled Transportation.”


RESPONSE – Sonia Bot
o What’s important from my perspective in the thinking behind Precision Scheduled
Transportation is the…
o Product view … It’s about the product being transported along the value chain
 It focusses on productive partnerships that go beyond individual railroads
 It’s about having a more comprehensive view of the business objectives, service
alignment, and supply chain from the view of the product
 It is about deepening the engagement with customers from a product level
perspective
o So, with the Product view as the foundation… Technology is one of the enablers to make
Precision Scheduled Transportation happen
 A lot of great things are happening out there… IoT (internet of Things), Intelligent
Transportation, Connected Transportation, Smart Transportation, you name it…
 These applications of modern technologies strive to provide innovative services
relating to different modes of transport and traffic management …
 And they enable users to be better informed and to make safer and
‘smarter’ use of transport networks.
 They help you focus on the product view
o So, intelligent and innovative use of technology can go a long way in supporting what I call
the “whole Product view”, which in turn drives Precision Scheduled Transportation
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2. RA QUESTION: How does an organization know when to “pivot”


RESPONSE – Sonia Bot
o There will be times when a structured course correction will be required… a pivot…
 For large and medium corporations like railroads, a pivot is “making a change in the
strategy and tactics, without making a change in the vision”.
 So, a pivot can be changing the process used to accomplish the same goal…. or
changing the technology … or changing the organization
 A pivot can impact a whole organization, or a few teams, or just one team
o

So, How does an organization know when to pivot?
 I have a cheat sheet of 10 key triggers that can tell an organization when to pivot…
1. As you proceed through your iterations, the iterations are falling short of
the success criteria, they are not meeting requirements, or you’ve reached a
roadblock
2. Too much time is spent putting out fires… When this happens, it's time to
take a step back, reassess and plan on a higher level.
3. The market is shifting, or has shifted, to a new technology, and you are left
trying to do things the old way. If the change in technology is significant
enough, it might call for a pivot.
4. The market's overall needs are changing… As the market needs to evolve,
you need to pivot to meet changing needs. This will become increasingly
necessary as ongoing automation continues to bring about change and
disruption with new technologies and business models. Keep an eye on both
your customer needs as well as the evolving market so you can pivot and be
where your customer needs you to be.
5. Competitive dynamics are changing… Keep in mind the following forces…
industry rivalry, threat of new entrants, bargaining power of customers and
suppliers, threat of substitutes, and economies of scale.
6. Operational effectiveness… Are there inefficiencies in processes or
execution? Is performance subpar?
7. Regulatory… Have new regulations been introduced or has the timing and
urgency of existing ones changed?
8. Alliances… Have the alliances you relied upon in your strategic plan
materially changed? Did you miss out or lose a strategic acquisition or
partnership?
9. Have the sources and mechanisms for funding the mandate materially
changed?
10. Intuition… that’s right… if you feel it in your gut… you must, must, must
explore the true root cause and then qualify and quantify it… and no kneejerk reactions are allowed!
 So, the secret to pivoting is to do pivots in small value-added increments, rather
than postponing and then getting stuck with a big bang pivot
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3. RA QUESTION: What are the levers that can be used for closing the gap between the current state
of PSR and the PSR 2.0 target?


RESPONSE – Sonia Bot
o There are many levers of transformation… very quickly, they are: Strategy & Business
Objectives. Leadership. Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Delivery. Process. Operational &
Information Technologies. Ecosystem Partnerships. Talent & Culture. Infrastructure &
Capital Assets. Operations. Platform, Standards, Governance.
o What I would like to focus on are… the two most impactful levers in my experience when
working with companies going through transformations… they are…
 Strategy & Business Objectives… where all projects are prioritized on the strategic
plan and executed to meet business objectives… and… note that I said “all projects”
 Leadership… where you must have committed and accountable involvement of the
full leadership team, including C-suite and senior executives
o These two are critical to master upfront and to sustain throughout…
 They fuel all of the other change levers
o Sometimes, we as leaders run into the classic problems during a transformation that have
their root causes in these two levers…
 So, it is important to be self-aware and self-monitoring as a leader so that you can
avoid the typical pitfalls
o So, here is an example of what I try to avoid… lets call it the pitfall domino example…
 The first domino… Leadership can waver (say, in messaging, in monitoring, in
funding, …) after the initial launch, without realizing that this is happening.
 Then the links to the vision and strategy are weakened or lost, and then goals /
plans become unstructured.
 Then… teams are left to their own devices, sometimes misguided, to make do.
 And there have been many instances where teams would go too far down a
wrong and expensive path, only to throw away the investment and effort or
live with the consequences of maintaining subpar solutions.
o So how do you stop this pitfall domino effect? What can I do as a leader?
 What I found that works really well with leadership teams that I’ve worked with…
 is to put in place really simple mechanisms to foster transparency…
 it could be a periodic check-in, it could be one-on-one discussions, it could be skip
level team meetings, or governance frameworks, or dashboards to monitor
outcomes…
 and link them up to higher level performance indicators that link up to the strategy
and vision
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4. RA QUESTION: Describe what you refer to as “swim lanes.”


RESPONSE – Sonia Bot
o Here we are talking about roadmap and strategies for implementing PSR 2.0
 PSR 2.0 can be implemented in parallel and interacting streams.
 One stream is internally focused, where the PSR 2.0 competency is built within a
railroad or an ecosystem partner.
 The other stream is ecosystem-focused, where the PSR 2.0 unified platform is built.
 Both streams go through the same roadmap stages: plan, beachhead, early
successes, scale-up, and operating
 The linchpins are strategy and business objectives.
o Going a little deeper, the roadmap is broken down into “swim lanes” …
 think of the metaphorical lanes of a swimming pool in an Olympic race…
 each lane is divided and you can go as fast as you can in your lane without hitting or
disrupting others, you focus on your lane and your mission…
 and you have a view of where all the others are relative to you
o Key “swim lanes” in our PSR 2.0 context are market segments, products/services, platforms,
operational effectiveness, technology building blocks, and regulatory. Others can be added
as needed, such as Alliances.
 Each one of these “swim lanes” is road-mapped across the stages:
 plan, beachhead, early successes, scale-up, and operating…
 and relationships and dependencies among the “swim lanes” across points
in time are readily shown
o Transformations are already difficult conceptually because there are so many moving parts,
 so swimlanes help leaders and their teams segment their work so that they can be
effective and focused…
 swimlanes help you move forward in a focused way…
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5. RA QUESTION: Railroads have historically been risk-averse. You say “ignoring an opportunity to
pivot is a risk.” Talk about that.


RESPONSE – Sonia Bot
o I’ll talk in a moment why avoiding a pivot is risky. But first I’m going to challenge all of us on
the notion that railroads have been historically risk averse
 Railroads are a technology… and every technology is risky
 We can go as far back as the 1800’s, where the railroads were building westwards
through mountains…
 and throughout the decades thereafter where railroads solved very tough
problems by using the latest technology of the times
 Railroads historically have been about innovation…
 and you must be brave to innovate…
 very brave and take calculated risks
 You also have to be good at predicting risk so that you can manage it…
 you have to be an active risk manager…
 if people misunderstand the concept of active risk management,
o and they think it means risk aversion,
o and then they take a passive stance
 which would be to become a last adopter (at the extreme),
o then you will move towards obsolescence…
o since you cannot innovate, because innovation is risky
 So, if you don’t pivot,
 that is the most risky behavior,
 and you can become obsolete because innovation is active;
 you cannot innovate and be passive
o

I’d like to put out a challenge…
 The traditional view of risk and its management is “risk avoidance”
 How about expanding on this traditional view…
 to one where risk and its management enables organizations to make
strategic decisions regarding the identification of emerging risks and
pursuing growth opportunities presented by the ecosystem
 So, rather than managing risk in a passive paradigm,
 which creates a less innovative culture,
 let’s set our sights on a culture of actively and boldly managing risk

o

So, ignoring a pivot is a risk...
 because it leads to a passive culture which does not innovate…
 if you don’t innovate you can go obsolete…
 standing still is the riskiest move…
 pivoting is that constant steering to keep the organization moving in the right
direction,
 otherwise the organization may end up making a wrong turn
 and/or may miss new compelling opportunities
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6. RA QUESTION: As we wrap-up this podcast series, is there anything else you’d like to add?


RESPONSE – Sonia Bot
o I invite the listeners of this series to reach out to me with your thoughts …
 I’d love to hear from you as we evolve through the next generation of railroading
together…
 These are really exciting times to be a railroader!
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